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Abstract— Image indexing and retrieval has been an active 

research area for more than a decade. Even if many 

achievements have been made in this region, it is a 

challenging issue and mile from being solved. Classical 

content-based approaches make use of queries based on 

image examples or image attributes like color and structure, 

and images are retrieved according to the similarity of each 

target image with the query image. Despite, image query 

based retrieval systems do not really capture the semantics 

or meanings of images well. Furthermore, image queries are 

difficult and inconvenient to form for most users. 

Annotation based image retrieval is one of the promising 

image retrieval technique because of its power to represent 

user queries and semantic substance of images. There are 

many  way presented for annotation-based retrieval as well 

as automatic annotation indexing of images. Currently 

Markov chain based process, Markovian Semantic Indexing 

is popularized which is efficient as compared to all previous 

methods. In this the user propose a unique methodology for 

classification and annotation-based retrieval of pictures. The 

new technique  is also applicative in the context of an online 

image retrieval system. The new process is shown to possess 

bound theoretical blessings and additionally to attain higher 

precision versus Recall results compared to existing 

technique of Markovian Semantic Indexing in Annotation 

Based Image Retrieval. The proposed system extends 

Markovian Semantic Indexing by considering multiple 

keywords and synonyms in the user query. The inventive 

results show the performance of the proposed system. 

Key words:  Markovian Semantic Indexing, Image 

Annotation, Query Mining, Annotation-Based Image 

Retrieval           

I. INTRODUCTION 

A picture is worth a thousand words. This motto tells us 

earliar a lot of the importance of images in our everyday 

life. With the advancement of digital image acquisition 

equipments such as digital cameras, mobile phones, the 

number and size of digital image databases is growing   

rapidly. Image retrieval is concerned with searching for 

useful images from large, unstructured image collections. To 

retrieve images from these databases effectively and 

efficiently is getting more and more important .In the recent 

years many image retrieval systems have been developed to 

browse, search and retrieve images from these databases. 

Current computer vision techniques mostly extract low level 

features from images. However, it is the fact that people 

judge the allowable and relevance of images based on their 

semantic contents, rather than their color and/or shape 

appearances. As a result, the image database indexing stage 

plays a vital role for effective and efficient image retrieval. 

This work explores a probabilistic approach for text query 

based image retrieval. Searching image collections is 

intuitive when adequate annotations are available. Words 

are genetically allowable, and standard keyword-based 

search methods can efficiently compute similarities between 

text-based queries and image subtitle, delightful the needs of 

many image end users. By all means, images have to be first 

annotated, but max of them are not designate at creation 

time, and online annotation is laborious and expensive. It is 

hence not surprising that image auto-annotation has attracted 

attention in the literature. Image auto-annotation has been 

addressed from two different perspectives. The first one 

defines annotation as a supervised literature complication, 

and companion words to images by first defining classes, 

each one comparable to a word, or a set of words defining a 

concept, followed by training of each visual class model 

with manually labeled images, image classification in to one 

or more classes, and finally annotating by propagating the 

corresponding class words. This approach clearly sprites the 

textual from the viewable components, computing 

community at the visual level.  

The second approach takes a differing point of 

view, and attempts to discover the analytical links between 

visual features and words on an individually basis, by 

guessing the joint separation of words and regional image 

features, and attractively posing annotation as statistical 

inference in a graphical model. The proposed joint models 

account for the distinct data nature, and do not need labeled 

data. Further work has also investigated region naming, i.e., 

the association of words to specific image states .In addition, 

the allowance counts between visual features do not 

necessarily match human viewpoint and, thus, retrieval 

results of low-level approaches are generally unsatisfactory 

and often unpredictable. 

This thesis aims to develop an image retrieval 

application for efficient image retrieval which satisfies the 

user needs by returning images that better reflect the users‟ 

preferences and improve user satisfaction.  

This shows the basic concepts of image retrieval, 

the motivation behind research with research objectives, and 

organization of the thesis. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Many content-based image retrieval systems have been 

proposed in the last decennary. There are many CBIR 

systems which use seperate low level features with different 

representations and different similarity measures. Among all 

the features, color is used mostly because of its importance 

in human perception. In the recent years, more than 200 

content-based retrieval systems have been developed [1], the 

majority of which are based on low level features.  QBIC[ 2]  

is one of the first commercial CBIR system developed by 

IBM. QBIC system uses color, text and shape information in 

image representation. Virage [3] and Excalibur are other 

developers of commercial CBIR systems. MARS - 

Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval Systems [4] and FIRE- 

Flexible Image Retrieval Engine [5] incorporate relevance 
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feedback from the user for subsequent result refinements. In 

the academic domain, MIT Photobook [6] is one of the 

earliest systems. It is developed at Media Laboratory, 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology – MIT for image 

retrieval based on image contents. VisualSEEk[7] - a joint 

spatial-feature image search engine developed at Columbia 

university. Berkeley Blobworld [8],Stanford WBIIS  [9] and 

UCSB Netra [10] are some of the recent well known 

systems. 

There are some content based image retrieval 

system which uses both low level features and annotation to 

retrieve images. Arnab Bhattacharya et al [11] proposed a 

technique called „ViVo: Visual Vocabulary Construction for 

Mining Biomedical Images‟, uses both low-level features in 

the form of visual keywords and text annotation to perform 

content-based operations. It is an automatic, domain-

independent method to acquire useful, characteristic tiles 

(ViVos), leading to a visual glossary. This system 

automatically detects and highlights patterns differentiating 

image classes, after processing hundreds or thousands of 

pictures. They proposed two new data mining techniques. 

The first technique mines a large collection of images for 

patterns that distinguish one class from another while 

another technique automatically highlights important parts 

of an image that might otherwise go unnoticed in a large 

image collection. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Growth in content-based retrieval has been unquestionably 

speedy. within the recent years, over two hundred content-

based retrieval systems are developed , the bulk of that 

square measure supported low level options. specially, they 

will be classified into 2 main categories:  people who 

perform linguistics mining supported the analysis of matter 

data associated to photographs, like annotations, assigned  

keywords, captions, different (alt) text in HTML pages or 

encompassing text, and people who square measure 

supported the extraction of low-level visual options like 

color, texture so as to perform alignment, classification, 

browsing, searching, account, etc. in image collections. 

strategies of the primary class rely on backbreaking 

annotation, whereas the latter strategies sometimes cannot 

effectively capture linguistics. to boot, another techniques 

use each low-level options within the kind of visual 

keywords  and text annotation to perform content-based 

operations however they typically demand the specific 

involvement of users for linguistic annotation of images. 

Annotation-Based Image Retrieval (ABIR) systems are an 

endeavor to include a lot of economical linguistics content 

into each text-based queries and image captions (i.e.. Google 

Image Search, Yahoo! Image Search). 

A. Disadvantages: 

1) Zero Frequency problem. 

2) Mining based on the analysis of textual 

information. 

3) Mining based on the extraction of low-level visual 

features. 

4) Not much Accurate. 

5) Single keyword 

6) Non synonym based 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The projected approach are going to be bestowed within the 

framework of an internet image retrieval system (similar to 

Google image search) wherever users rummage around for 

pictures by submitting queries that are product of keywords. 

 
Fig. 1: 

The queries manufactured by the users of an 

exploration engine are semantically refined, the keywords 

representing incisiv linguistics when put next to text in 

documents or different vocabulary connected shows. The 

aim is to enhance user satisfaction by returning pictures that  

The system responds with an inventory of pictures. The user 

will transfer or ignore the came pictures and issue a 

replacement question instead. throughout the coaching part 

of the system the pictures are thought-about with no 

annotation. because the users issue queries And decide 

pictures the system annotates the pictures in an automatic 

manner and at an equivalent time establishes connectedness 

relations between the keywords as are going to be explained 

in a while within the manuscript. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS MODULES AND MODULE 

DESCRIPTION 

 Load Dataset 
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 Image Search  

 Keyword Extraction 

 Edit Distance Calculation 

 Probability calculation using Markov Chain 

 Download Images 

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Experimental Evaluation: 

In this thesis, two types of experiments are conducted. The 

first one is based on using local region based image features 

and the second uses global image features. 

For local region based image features, the image 

collection is composed of the four Corel 

Stock photo libraries4 and the Corel Gallery 

1,300,0005. This consists of 68,600 photographs 

A. Analysis of Automatic Image Annotation: 

1) Precision and Recall: 

Precision and recall [24]-[25], which are the most popular 

metrics for comparing CBIR, are also widely used for 

evaluating the effectiveness of automatic image annotation 

approaches. 

Precision is defined as the ratio of the number of 

words that correctly retrieved to the total number of words 

retrieved in every image search. While remember is the ratio 

of the number of words that retrieved correctly to the 

number of words. 

2) Datasets: 

Image retrieval problem is upset with retrieving  images that 

are relevant to user‟s requests from a large  collection of 

images referred to as image database. 

The proposed method has been implemented using 

Java and tested on a general-purpose database containing 

1,000 images in JPEG format of size 384x256 and 256x386 

There are 60 query topics provided, along with the ground 

truth data. Example topics are shown in Table 6.1 

1) A database of medium size containing 1000 images  

gathered from Flickr has been generated to perform 

the  analysis, where 30 of them are proposed like 

descriptors query patterns. 

3) AMC: 

map = new HashMap(); 

CharQueue queue = new CharQueue(length); 

int c; 

for (int i = 0; i < length; i++) { 

   c = in.read(); 

   if (c == -1) { 

      System.out.println("Input is too short"); 

       return; 

   } 

queue.put((char)c); 

 } 

        bootstrapPrefix = queue.toString(); 

        // for collapsing whitespace 

        boolean wasWhitespace = false; 

        while ((c = in.read()) != -1) { 

            if (Character.isWhitespace((char)c)) { 

                if (wasWhitespace) { 

                    continue; 

                } 

                c = ' '; 

                wasWhitespace = true; 

            } else { 

                wasWhitespace = false; 

            } 

            String prefix = queue.toString(); 

            Chain chain = (Chain)map.get(prefix); 

            if (chain == null) { 

                chain = new Chain(prefix); 

                map.put(prefix, chain); 

            } 

            chain.add((char)c); 

            queue.put((char)c); 

        } 

4) Probability of Relevant Keywords: 

while ((strLine = br.readLine()) != null)   

            { 

                File f=new File("tags\\");         

                String[] chld = f.list(); 

                for(int i = 0; i < chld.length; i++) 

                { 

File f1=new File("tags\\"+chld[i]+"\\"+strLine+".txt"); 

         if(f1.exists()==true) 

        { 

FileInputStream fs = new FileInputStream(f1); 

DataInputStream in1 = new DataInputStream(fs); 

BufferedReader br1 = new BufferedReader(new 

InputStreamReader(in1)); 

     String str; 

    while ((str= br1.readLine()) != null) 

       { 

     ResultSet rs=st.executeQuery("Select * from final"); 

        while(rs.next()) 

         { 

           String rstr1=rs.getString("query"); 

            String rstr=rs.getString("keyword"); 

                            //    System.out.println(str+"====="+rstr); 

          if(str.equals(rstr)) 

          { 

            //    if(get.equals(rs.getString(1))) 

            //{ 

              double val=rs.getDouble("markov"); 

              System.out.println(val); 

               if(val>400.0) 

             {                        

       String gh=strLine.replaceAll("tags", ""); 

         gh=gh+".jpg";                                     

System.out.println(str+"====="+rstr); 

  row = new Vector(3); 

      row.add(rstr1+"-"+rstr); 

       row.add(gh); 

       row.add(val); 

        set.add(gh); 

       data.add(row); 

                                         } 

                                } 

                            } 

                        }                             

                    } 

                } 

            } 
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VII. RESULT 

Tables 6.4 and 6.5 illustrate the performance of our local 

features on the ImageCLEF2007 data collection, for 250 and 

900 sample points accordingly. 

A. Evaluation of Image Retrieval System: 

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed 

technique, we have used the performance criterion in [h] 

that is defined as follows: 

The precision P, of a ranking modality for some 

cutoff point r is the fraction of the top r ranked images that 

are relevant to the very 

p = number retrieved that are relevant r 

In contrast, the recall R, of a method at some value 

r is the proponing of the total number of applicable images 

that were retrieved in the top r. 

R = number retrieved that are relevant r to/al number 

relevant 

The appended precision is the maximum precision 

at this and ails higher recall levels. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

We proposed the Markovian linguistics 

compartmentalization, a replacement technique for mining 

user queries by shaping keyword connation as a property 

live between Markovian states sculptured when the user 

queries. The proposed system is emerged trained by the 

queries of the same users that will be served by the system. 

Accordingly, the targeting is more exact, compared to other 

systems that use external means of non dynamic or non 

adaptive nature to define keyword applicable. A stochastic 

distance, in the form of a generalized Euclidean distance, 

was put together by means of an Aggregate Markovian 

Chain and proved to be optimal with respect to certain 

Markovian connectivity measures that were defined for this 

purpose. A comparison to Latent Significance Indexing and 

probabilistic Latent semantic Indexing revealed certain 

theoretical advantages of the proposed method (MSI). 
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